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Abstract

Although federated learning has made awe-inspiring ad-
vances, most studies have assumed that the client’s data
are fully labeled. However, in a real-world scenario, ev-
ery client may have a significant amount of unlabeled in-
stances. Among the various approaches to utilizing un-
labeled data, a federated active learning framework has
emerged as a promising solution. In the decentralized set-
ting, there are two types of available query selector models,
namely ‘global’ and ‘local-only’ models, but little litera-
ture discusses their performance dominance and its causes.
In this work, we first demonstrate that the superiority of
two selector models depends on the global and local inter-
class diversity. Furthermore, we observe that the global and
local-only models are the keys to resolving the imbalance of
each side. Based on our findings, we propose LoGo, a FAL
sampling strategy robust to varying local heterogeneity lev-
els and global imbalance ratio, that integrates both models
by two steps of active selection scheme. LoGo consistently
outperforms six active learning strategies in the total num-
ber of 38 experimental settings. The code is available at:
https://github.com/raymin0223/LoGo.

1. Introduction
Federated learning (FL) is a distributed framework that

allows multiple parties to learn a unified deep learning
model cooperatively with preserving the privacy of the local
client [23,28,31]. Typically, FL has been actively studied in
a standard supervised learning setting, where all the train-
ing instances are labeled, but it is more realistic for each
client to contain both labeled and unlabeled data due to
the high labeling cost [29, 48]. Here, active learning (AL)
can be a promising solution to improve the performance
of a cooperated model with the pool of unlabeled data. In
practice, federated active learning (FAL) framework has re-
cently attempted to bridge two different philosophies in FL
and AL [3,4]. As illustrated in Figure 1-(a) FAL framework
alternates an FL procedure (red line) of training a predictive
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model collaboratively through local updates and aggrega-
tion phases, and an AL procedure (green line) of querying
and annotating informative instances separately per client.

Although the overall framework just appears to be a
straightforward fusion of two research fields, FL factors in-
troduce two major challenges to the AL procedure. First,
the class imbalance of the local dataset originates from
heterogeneous distribution across local clients [15, 23, 28].
Hence, in the FAL framework, the active selection algo-
rithm has to ensure inter-class diversity from both local
and global perspectives. Second, there are two available
types of query-selecting models, a global model, which is
globally optimized through the FL pipeline, and a local-
only model [9,33], which can be separately trained only for
each client. In the query selection phase, the global model
can leverage the aggregated knowledge of all clients, while
the local-only model is able to detect the most valuable in-
stances for the local updates.

Prior FAL literature [3, 4], which simply adapt conven-
tional AL strategies, had little discussion on these chal-
lenges. As our first contribution, we found the significant
performance gap between two types of query selector (see
Figure 1-(b)), and it is the first study to solve a conundrum
of dominance trend by introducing two indicators of inter-
class diversity1– local heterogeneity level (α) and global im-
balance ratio (ρ). The first indicator α is the concentration
parameter of Dirichlet distribution, commonly seen in the
FL literature [1, 15, 23], resulting in more locally imbal-
anced class distribution at lower values. Besides, ρ indica-
tor is the ratio of class imbalance for the aggregated global
data of all clients [7, 21]. We discovered three meaningful
insights on selector dominance: (Obs. 1) Interestingly, the
superiority of the two selectors varies depending on the two
indicators of inter-class diversity, α and ρ. (Obs. 2) When
local heterogeneity is severe (α is low), a local-only model
is preferred for weighing minority instances for each client,
and (Obs. 3) when globally minor classes exist (ρ is high),
the knowledge of the entire data distribution, inherent in a
global model, is more essential. ▷ See Section 4

1We use the term inter-class diversity interchangeably with class bal-
ance throughout the paper.
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(b) Superiority change of query selector.

Figure 1. Motivation: (a) The red and green lines correspond to the conventional FL and AL framework. We focus on a sampling strategy
for FAL (green box) with the considerations of hierarchy structure and two available query-selecting models. (b) For a fixed querying
strategy (Entropy sampling), the performance gap occurs only by changing the query selector. The y-axis is the gap in the winning rate in
total active rounds (refer to Section 4). Closer to 1 indicates that global models outperforms than local-only models, and -1 is the opposite.

In a real FAL scenario, the superiority of two query mod-
els for a given dataset cannot be known in advance due
to privacy preservation. Therefore, as our second contri-
bution, we design a simple yet effective FAL querying ap-
proach, LoGo, that simultaneously leverages local-only and
global models, to be robust to varying heterogeneity lev-
els and global imbalance ratios. LoGo is a clutering-based
sampling strategy, which is composed of macro and mi-
cro step exploiting local-only and global models, respec-
tively. The rationale behind our method is that the opti-
mal querying policy needs to evaluate the informativeness
of instances with both models, which implicitly learn lo-
cal and global data distribution, respectively. In a macro
step, to improve the local inter-class diversity first, we per-
form k-means clustering [30] in hallucinated gradient space
generated from local-only models. Then, in a micro step,
the final query set is determined via one step of the EM
algorithm [10], making cluster boundaries using instances
from macro step (E-step) and cluster-wise sampling with the
global model (M-step). The proposed cluster-wise sampling
conservatively guarantees the diversity information of the
macro step, i.e., the local inter-class diversity obtained by
local-only models, while also considering the global minor-
ity classes via the global model. ▷ See Section 5

As our third contribution, we conduct a total number
of 38 experiments on five datasets using seven AL strate-
gies including our LoGo algorithm. To verify the superi-
ority of our method in real-world scenarios, we build com-
prehensive combinations of six categories, including query
selector types (local-only vs. global models), local het-
erogeneity levels (α ∈ [0.1,∞)), global imbalance ratios
(ρ ∈ [1, 58]), model architectures, budget sizes, and model
initialization scheme. As a result, the experimental results
empirically prove our three observations (Obs. 1–3). Be-
sides, our method outperforms all other AL baselines and

naı̈ve implementations for an ensemble of two query selec-
tors in extensive experimental settings. ▷ See Section 6

2. Related Work
Federated Learning is a collaborative learning framework
with multiple clients while maintaining the privacy of each
client dataset. In this decentralized framework, FedAvg
[31] is considered a de facto algorithm in which a server
and clients communicate only model parameters efficiently.
One of the main bottlenecks for FL is the statistical hetero-
geneity problem across the clients’ dataset, as the weight
divergence from heterogeneous distributions hinders con-
vergence during the aggregation scheme. Hence, several
algorithms have tackled the local heterogeneity through the
alignment between the local-updated gradient and the ag-
gregated gradient, as a form of correction term [15, 23],
regularization loss [1, 28], or distillation-based loss [25,
26]. Furthermore, there are existing literature to alleviate
the class imbalance on the local side and they eventually
achieve the global balance via rebalancing datasets [11] or
a weighted loss function with a monitoring scheme [43].

Active Learning minimizes the labeling effort by query-
ing the most informative instances from the unlabeled data
pool. There are three major types of active learning strate-
gies, namely uncertainty-based sampling, diversity-based
sampling, and hybrid strategy. Uncertainty-based sampling
queries the most uncertain instances that lie on the cur-
rent decision boundary [12,14,35,41], while diversity-based
sampling selects a set of unlabeled instances that represents
the entire unlabeled data distribution [16,37]. Recently, hy-
brid strategies simultaneously consider both uncertainty and
diversity. BADGE [6] utilized the gradient embedding as
the uncertainty measure and selected the diverse query set
by a k-means++ initialization scheme [5]. Several hybrid
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Indices:
c Index for a class (c ∈ {1, . . . , C})
r Index for AL round (r ∈ {1, . . . , R} = [R])
k Index for a client (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} = [K])

Parameters:
B Labeling budget for each AL round r
α Local heterogeneity level
ρ Global imbalance ratio

Data:
Ur

k Pool of unlabeled instances for a client k at round r
Lr

k A queried instance set from Ur
k at round r

Dr
k An available labeled set at round r

Weights:
Θr∗ Aggregated weights via FL phases on Dr (global model)
Θr

k∗ Separately optimized weights on Dr
k (local-only model)

Table 1. Summary of notations throughout the paper.

AL methods are based on a submodular data subset selec-
tion [44], pairwise contextual diversity [2], or feature mix-
ing [34]. In addition to the three categories, model-based
strategies have also been recently proposed to train addi-
tional networks for query selection, such as a VAE and dis-
criminator [38] or a sequential graph neural network [8].

Federated Active Learning has been recently studied to
address a more realistic scenario, where clients have lots
of the unlabeled instances [20, 47, 48]. However, previ-
ous works [3, 4] have not deeply discussed the challenges
of FAL framework and naı̈vely applied existing AL strate-
gies. Ahn et al. [4] have even considered the local-only
query selector, but concluded that the global model is su-
perior to the local-only model with limited experimental
settings, three benchmarks and one heterogeneity level. In
this work, we observe the counterparts in varying bench-
marks and heterogeneity levels, which motivates us to de-
sign a novel sampling strategy by exploiting both global and
local-only models. Our extensive analysis and experimental
results encourage future research on the FAL problem.

3. Preliminary

AL Procedure. For the ease of understanding, we sum-
marize notations in Table 1. At the first AL round (i.e.,
r = 1), each client k randomly selects B instances, L1

k =
{x1, . . . , xB}, from U1

k , and oracles annotate them to ob-
tain the initial labeled set D1

k = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xB , yB)}.
For the next round (r ≥ 2), based on the given querying
strategy A(·) and the model parameters Θ, the query set of
the k-th client at round r is sampled by

Lr
k = A(Ur

k ,Θ, B), where Ur
k = Ur−1

k \ Lr−1
k . (1)

The querying function A(·) in Eq. (1) depends on which
AL algorithm is used. For example, Entropy sampling [41]
queries the instances with the highest uncertainty like:

A(U,Θ, B) = argmax
xi∈L, |L|=B,L⊆U

H(p(y|xi; Θ)) (2)

where H(p) = −
∑C

c=1 pc ln pc, and p is the predictive
probability. The query set is annotated by the oracle and
assembled to expand the available labeled set, i.e., Dr

k =
Dr−1

k ∪ {(xi, yi) |xi ∈ Lr
k}.

FL Procedure. After each AL round, we perform the FL
procedure of which the objective is to obtain the optimal
parameter Θr∗ such that it minimizes the target loss on the
given labeled set for all clients, Dr = ∪K

k=1D
r
k,

Θr∗ = argmin
Θ

f(Θr) = argmin
Θ

1

|Dr|

|Dr|∑
i=1

fi(Θ
r) (3)

where fi(Θ) = ℓ(xi, yi; Θ) and ℓ(·) is the loss function
determined by the network parameter Θ. However, due to
data privacy, the global model is optimized based on the re-
formulated update rule on the partitioned data over clients:

f(Θr) =

K∑
k=1

|Dr
k|

|Dr|
F (Θr

k),

where F (Θr
k) =

1

|Dr
k|

∑
(xi,yi)∈Dr

k

ℓ(xi, yi; Θ
r
k). (4)

The model Θr
k is updated locally on the client side for its

local data Dr
k, and then it is aggregated globally to generate

a global model Θr. The local update and model aggrega-
tion steps are alternated until the global model converges;
this corresponds to the most popular FL training pipeline,
FedAvg proposed by [31].

The previous studies [3, 4] have typically used the con-
verged global model Θr∗ in the next AL round as the query
selector of Eq. (2). However, considering the hierarchy
structure in the FAL framework, it is also possible to use
a separately optimized model on local partitioned data; re-
placing Dr with Dr

k in Eq. (3). It is often referred to as
the local-only model [9, 33], and we denote it as Θr∗

k . In
the following section, we investigate what these models are
specialized in and when they are beneficial to use.

4. Observation and Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance trend be-

tween global and local-only models as the query selector,
with respect to the degree of class imbalance in local and
global data distribution. We synthetically adjust two in-
dicators of inter-class diversity, α ∈ {0.1, 1.0,∞} and
ρ ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20}, on CIFAR-10 benchmark. As α and
ρ get lower and higher, the levels of local heterogeneity
and global imbalance increase, respectively (refer to Ap-
pendix A for the detailed data distribution). For both query
selectors, we use Entropy sampling [41] as an active learn-
ing algorithm, and the training set is progressively labeled
with the query ratio of 10% in each AL round.
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Figure 2. Gap between the winning rate of global and local-only
models by varying global imbalance ratio (ρ) and local hetero-
geneity (α) on CIFAR-10 benchmark. The experimental setups
for (a)-(d) are also compatible with Figure 3 and Table 2.

Comparison Metric. We evaluate the superiority over AL
rounds through pairwise comparison [6,34], widely used in
conventional AL literature. We repeat each experimental
setup, a pair of α and ρ, with four different seeds and ob-
tain a set of four accuracy results ar = {ar,1, ..., ar,4} at
each round r. Then, we conduct a two-sided t-test, where
t-score is defined by Definition 1 for two given strategies i
and j. Note that the strategy denotes the combination of the
sampling strategy and the type of query selector.

Definition 1. [36] Let air and ajr be the set of accuracies
for two different FAL strategies i and j. Then, t-score at AL
round r is formulated as:

tijr =

√
4µij

r

σij
r

, where µij
r =

1

4

4∑
l=1

(
air,l − ajr,l

)

and σij
r =

√√√√1

3

4∑
l=1

((
air,l − ajr,l

)
− µij

r

)
.

(5)

Here, the strategy i is considered to beat the strategy j if
tijr > 2.776. Therefore, the winning rate for all AL rounds
is formulated as follows:

winij =
R∑

r=1

1

R
1tijr >2.776. (6)

The value of winning rate becomes 1 if the strategy i beats
the strategy j over all AL rounds.

Observation 1. The superiority of local-only and global
query-selecting models varies according to the degree of lo-
cal heterogeneity and global imbalance ratio.

In Figure 2, we summarize the performance gap between
two query models depending on the local heterogeneity
level (indicated by different shapes) and the global imbal-
ance ratio (increased along x-axis). The y-axis represents

the gap of the winning rate in Eq. (6) between global and
local-only models; thus, the value becomes positive up to
+1 if the global model beats the local-only model, other-
wise negative up to -1. At a glance, there is a clear and
consistent superiority of two query models according to α
and ρ, where the dominance has intensified toward both ex-
tremes (e.g., upper right and lower left). This observation
contradicts the previous findings that the global model has
always outperformed the local-only model as the query se-
lector in a FAL framework [4]. We provide more in-depth
analysis in following Obs. 2 and Obs. 3.

Observation 2. As local heterogeneity increases (α ↓), a
local-only query selector is preferred due to the increased
significance of local inter-class diversity.

As the collapse of the local inter-class balance (i.e.,
lower α) incurs severe performance degradation due to a
weight divergence [11, 31], addressing local imbalance can
improve the learning stability and performance. Since the
local-only models are separately trained on each client, in
general, the local-only model has shown higher confidence
for its own data distribution than the global model [9, 33].
In Figure 3, we visualized the number of class instances and
the class-wise test accuracy in the first AL round (see the
caption for details). Specifically, we confirmed a high cor-
relation between counts and accuracy in Figure 3-(a), such
that the local-only models have higher accuracy than the
global model for major classes of their data distribution.
Thus, by the nature of favoring low-confident instances in
AL, the local-only model tends to select the instances with
local minority classes as the query.

More precisely, we verify that the local-only model in-
deed queries the locally balanced set using earth mover’s
distance (EMD) [46]. In Table 2, local EMD measures the
mean of distance between class distribution of local query
sets and a uniform distribution. The lower the value, the
more balanced the locally queried instances. As shown in
Table 2-(a) with high local heterogeneity, the local EMD of
the local-only model (L) is lower than that of the global
model (G). That is, the local-only model queries more di-
verse instances than the global model with respect to the
local inter-class diversity.

Meanwhile, in the case of (b), the global model, trained
with more samples, has higher accuracy over the classes
due to little distribution discrepancy. Although the more
accurate model is likely to have the higher prediction con-
fidence, it does not mean that it is better at identifying the
required instances based on the current local dataset, which
the global model had not directly learned. In practice, the
local-only model still chose the more locally balanced query
set (Table 2-(b)), and we supposed this contradiction makes
no sizeable winning gap of the case (b) in Figure 2.
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c1
0

0 0 0 0 0 220 1 2 277 0

190 163 2 0 6 0 1 138 0 0

0 75 0 68 98 0 26 122 0 111

0 55 344 0 9 71 9 0 12 0

8 0 124 22 0 225 29 92 0 0

173 214 1 0 66 0 20 26 0 0

108 0 11 22 173 0 58 0 0 128

0 5 0 404 0 0 7 0 80 4

0 21 0 1 163 0 25 49 18 223

0 0 0 0 0 0 340 64 92 4

479 534 484 520 519 521 522 500 487 479

k1

k2

k3

k4

k5

k6

k7

k8

k9

k10

G.

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c1
0

0 0 0 0 0 95.2 0 0 95.1 0

83.7 86.7 0.5 0 2 0 0 82.2 0 0

0 58.3 0 36.6 31.7 0 20.4 68.3 0 69.7

0 70.4 89 0 0.4 37.7 11 0 24.8 0

6.2 0 50.4 3.4 0 69.4 28.2 55.6 0 0

81 80.8 0 0 65.9 0 27.4 37.8 0 0

66.5 0 2.4 18.9 68.5 0 42 0 0 79.7

0 0.9 0 97.2 0 0 3.5 0 78.1 2.2

0 9.1 0 0.1 73.3 0 30.4 41 27.5 84.9

0 0 0 0 0 0 95 62.6 88.4 5.4

65.2 78.3 42.7 38.3 57 50.4 77.9 71.4 76.6 68.9

# of Instances Test Accuracy

(a) Low global imbalance (ρ = 1) and high heterogeneity (α = 0.1).

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c1
0

50 51 50 49 48 50 50 50 52 50

52 49 50 50 51 50 50 48 50 50

50 50 50 50 49 51 50 52 50 48

48 50 49 50 51 50 51 51 50 50

50 50 50 51 50 50 50 49 48 52

50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

50 50 50 50 50 49 50 50 51 50
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G.

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c1
0

44.9 62.4 31.6 35.9 20.6 24.9 57.9 51.1 64.1 39.7

58.9 53.6 25.3 29.6 20.4 42.4 37 37.7 27.9 29.2

51.9 39.1 26.9 30.5 31.2 33.8 36.7 38.6 37.8 34.5

38.2 56 28.7 23.6 38.9 29 41.9 29.5 47.3 34.6

34.4 42.4 29.7 25 24.4 21.3 39.1 42 41.6 53.3

45.7 41.7 27 22.8 22.8 36.1 37 49.2 39.2 36.5

26.8 66 23.4 23 10.6 36.9 33.5 43.3 47.7 32.5

39.9 43.9 19.2 11.9 38.6 26.9 46.4 42.2 47.9 41.7

47.1 47.2 22.4 36.2 35.2 25.1 44.5 36.1 44.1 43.8

38.3 37.3 27.4 11.2 35.6 26 24.8 43.2 50.3 33.4

70.7 78.6 53 49 59.1 57.9 76.1 69.3 75.9 78.7

# of Instances Test Accuracy

(b) Low global imbalance (ρ = 1) and low heterogeneity (α = ∞).

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c1
0

0 0 0 143 1 0 0 21 0 5

7 163 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

45 0 57 7 61 0 0 0 0 0

7 17 98 35 0 0 7 0 0 6

16 101 0 0 36 0 0 0 15 2

44 1 0 11 23 81 0 0 0 10

58 23 89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

48 62 0 0 8 5 47 0 0 0
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84.9 0 0.8 0 0 0 21.1 31.9 32.1 1.3

100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

81 84.6 56.4 35 41.2 29.2 42.5 12 12.8 8.3

(c) High global imbalance (ρ = 20) and high heterogeneity (α = 0.1).
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43 66.7 24.9 28.8 23.9 35.9 0.1 0.6 29 9.8

33.6 73.1 27.9 45.4 6.9 1.2 28.1 2.2 8.5 7.4

52.3 67.7 40.8 67.9 2.5 1 5.1 4.8 0 0

55.2 79.1 26.2 43.8 4.2 21.4 0.4 0 9.4 0.7

42.7 83.3 42.3 16.9 35.4 15.6 0 8.8 1.3 2.3

72.9 25.2 25.5 51.4 33.5 11.2 3.7 0.9 9.8 2.9

63.6 47.1 14.8 68.1 15.8 19.2 2.5 12.5 0.9 3.6

84.1 87.2 56.7 51.5 47.4 31.5 42.5 27.4 17.2 8.7

(d) High global imbalance (ρ = 20) and low heterogeneity (α = ∞).

Figure 3. Matrices of data count (left) and class-wise accuracy (right) for CIFAR-10, with four combinations of ρ = {1, 20} and α =
{0.1,∞}. k1–10 denote ten clients, c1–10 are ten classes of CIFAR-10. There are two types of data counts, # of per-client local instances
(1-10th rows) and aggregated instances over all clients (the last row). Similarly, the test accuracy is measured with local-only models
(1-10th rows) and a global model (the last row). (a)–(d) setups correspond to those of Figure 2. See Appendix B.1 for the more cases.

Obs. 2: Local EMD (↓) Obs. 3: Global EMD (↓)
Case Model

10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40%

(a)
G 0.632 0.638 0.641 0.643 0.019 0.064 0.086 0.095
L 0.632 0.597 0.592 0.595 0.019 0.050 0.050 0.046

(b)
G 0.049 0.077 0.070 0.084 0.014 0.070 0.066 0.063
L 0.049 0.042 0.054 0.059 0.014 0.025 0.044 0.053

(c)
G 0.692 0.680 0.676 0.674 0.377 0.300 0.294 0.294
L 0.692 0.641 0.633 0.636 0.377 0.334 0.326 0.321

(d)
G 0.371 0.298 0.284 0.274 0.368 0.294 0.282 0.272
L 0.371 0.313 0.293 0.290 0.368 0.309 0.287 0.288

Table 2. Local EMD and global EMD on CIFAR-10. We summa-
rize the results of four AL rounds with the labeling budget of 10%
per round. (a)–(d) setups correspond to those of Figure 2. See
Appendix B.2 for EMDs of more cases.

Observation 3. As the degree of global class imbalance
increases (ρ ↑), it is more advantageous to exploit a global
model that alleviates the global class imbalance.

Based on Obs. 2, the local-only model should outperform
the global model in the case (c), but there is no clear supe-
riority between them with respect to the winning rate in the
case (c) of Figure 2. The only answer for this conundrum
is the presence of global minority classes due to the high
global imbalance ratio. The local heterogeneity is obviously
a crucial factor by Obs. 2, but global class imbalance is also
another factor that significantly degrades the classification

performance in the FAL framework. Here, the major chal-
lenge is that neither the central server nor local clients can-
not access any information of aggregated data due to pri-
vacy preservation. The only way to address this problem,
we should utilize the global model that implicitly learns the
knowledge of the entire data distribution through the aggre-
gation phase in Eq. (4).

We introduce an additional global EMD, the indicator of
measuring the inter-class diversity of the aggregated queried
set over all clients. As can be seen in Table 2-(c), where the
global imbalance ratio is high, we confirm that the global
query selector (G) favors to query global minority classes.
The global EMD of the global model is lower than that of
the local-only model, i.e. the more globally balanced query
set, but the local EMD is the opposite.

Meanwhile, in the case of (d), the minority classes are al-
ways the same from the global and local perspectives. It is
different from the case (b), where the minority classes with
respect to the accuracy differ in each client depending on
the informativeness of instances despite the same instance
number. Therefore, in this scenario, the global model has
high confidence even in local datasets, leading to signifi-
cantly overwhelming the local-only model in the case (d) of
Figure 2. In conclusion, the global inter-class diversity is an
essential factor when global imbalance exists.
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5. Method
From three observations in Section 4, we confirmed that

FAL framework requires delicate consideration of local and
global inter-class diversity. However, since clients are re-
luctant to share their data information, we should simulta-
neously utilize local-only and global models to ensure both
sides of inter-class diversity. To this end, we propose a
novel query sample strategy, named LoGo, that composed
of macro and micro steps. Pseudo algorithm for LoGo is
provided in Appendix C. Before describing details of each
step, let us assume a scenario where k-th client queries B
unlabeled instances at the round of r.

Macro Step: Clustering with Local-Only Model.
The ultimate goal of macro step is to satisfy local inter-

class diversity by primarily sampling the informative in-
stances by the local-only model. In detail, we introduce
k-means clustering [30] on the hypothetical gradient em-
bedding. Let z be the embedding vector before forwarding
to the last layer W for x ∈ Ur

k . Here, we utilize the gra-
dient of negative cross-entropy loss, induced by a pseudo
label, with respect to the last layer of encoder as follows:

gxc = − ∂

∂Wc
ℓCE(x, ŷ; Θ

r
k∗) = z ·(1[ŷ=c] − pc), (7)

where ŷ = argmaxc∈[C] pc and Wc is the weights con-
nected to c-th neuron of logits. Gradient embedding is
widely used in conventional AL algorithm [6, 40], and we
consider only the gradients corresponding to the pseudo la-
bel (i.e., gxŷ ) for computation efficiency.

Then, we calculate B number of centroids on the hallu-
cinated gradient space via EM algorithm [10] of k-means
clustering by minimizing

J =

N∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

wib∥gxi

ŷ − µb∥2, (8)

where wib is an indicator function whether gxi

ŷ is assigned
to µb for E-step. Eq. (7) shows that the gradient embedding
is a just scaling of feature embedding z, especially with the
scale of uncertainty. In other words, if an instance is uncer-
tain to predict (low value of pŷ), its gradient will be much
highly scaled. In this sense, Eq. (8) can be regarded as a
weighted k-means clustering [13,39] on the feature embed-
ding space by using the function of softmax response [17].
Hence, the macro step of LoGo enable the query set to con-
tain both diversity in the embedding space and uncertainty
from the perspective of local-only model.

Micro Step: Cluster-wise Sampling with Global Model.
In micro step, the global model selects the final instances

that results in the higher global inter-class diversity. Given
B selected instances from the macro step, the most uncer-
tain instance is selected for each cluster:

Lr
k = {A(C1,Θr∗, 1), ...,A(CB ,Θr∗, 1)} (9)

Cb denotes b-th cluster, generated by the query set from the
macro step. We simply used Entropy sampling for A, but
we should note that A can be any AL sampling strategy.

The cluster-wise sampling in the micro step is a sim-
ple yet effective strategy to leverage the advantages of both
query selector models, ensuring local and global inter-class
diversity. Here, we discuss how LoGo can be a promising
sampling strategy for the FAL framework.

Remark 1. The micro step is same with one step of EM al-
gorithm. We first update cluster assignments with B number
of centroids from the macro step (E-step). Then, within each
cluster, we select the most informative instance based on the
uncertainty score. This can be regarded as one M-step of the
weighted k-means clustering, using infinitely scaled weight
function of uncertainty measure.

Then, let cb be a centroid of Cb and we define M as follows:

M =

B∑
b=1

∥cb−x̃b∥2, where x̃b = argmin
x

∥cb−x∥2 (10)

where x ∈ Lr
k (Eq. (9)) and x̃ is one-to-one mapping with

the minimal transport cost. The lower value of M means
that the final query set much consider the diversity in the
macro step.

Remark 2. EM-based sampling in the micro step guaran-
tees the diversity information of the macro step. Through
sampling one instance per cluster, each x̃b is disjointly as-
signed to one cluster. Therefore, LoGo conservatively en-
sures the local inter-class diversity from the macro step (i.e.,
lower M value), comparing to any other strategy that query
at least two instances for one cluster.

6. Evaluation
6.1. Experimental Configuration

Training Settings. In a FAL framework, a central server
should carefully consider the fairness of labeling and train-
ing costs between clients. Therefore, we assume that ten
clients have the same size of unlabeled data pool and query
the same number of instances per every AL round. More-
over, we focus on a cross-silo FL setting [22] where every
client participates in every FL round.

We compared LoGo with six active learning strategies
on five benchmark dataset (CIFAR-10 [24], SVHN [32],
PathMNIST, DermaMNIST, and OrganAMNIST [45]). We
considered 38 comprehensive experimental settings com-
bined into six categories (see Figure 4). Except for learning
ablations of the architectures, labeling budgets, and initial-
ization schemes, in default, we implemented four layers of
CNN and trained the encoder from scratch with the labeling
budget of 5% for every AL round. We repeat all experi-
ments four times and report their averaged values. Refer to
Appendix D for detailed experimental settings.
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Random Entropy CoreSet BADGE GCNAL ALFA-Mix

Query Selector Heterogeneity Level (α) Imbalance Ratio (ρ) Model Architecture Budget Size Model Initialization

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Global Local-only 0.1 1.0 ∞ ρ < 2 ρ ≥ 2 4CNN MobileNet ResNet 1% 5% 20% Random Continue Overall

Figure 4. Winning percentage across six categories. We also added defeat percentage, the black hatched bar that represents the percentage
at which LoGo has been defeated by each baseline. Among total experiments, only statistically reliable values (t-score > 2.776) are
considered. Thus, the lower value of the colored bar and the higher value of the black bar indicate a more comparable baseline.
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Figure 5. Pairwise penalty matrix over 38 experimental settings.
The value Pij indicates the number of times that the i-th strategy
outperforms the j-th strategy (i.e., sum of winij in Eq. (6) over
38 settings). The last row is the average number of times the j-th
strategy is defeated by the rest strategies; the lower, the better.

Baselines. We considered six standard AL strategies.
Random randomly samples the instances from the unla-
beled pool. Entropy selects instances with the largest en-
tropy [41]. CoreSet chooses the small subset that can rep-
resent the whole unlabeled set [37]. BADGE selects the
diverse points with high magnitude in a hallucinated gra-
dient space [6]. GCNAL adapts CoreSet on a sequential
graph convolution network to measure the relation between
labeled and unlabeled instances [8]. ALFA-Mix identifies
the valuable instances by seeking inconsistencies in the pre-
diction of mixing features [34]. We adopt these sampling
strategies with either the global model or local-only model
in FedAvg pipeline. Refer to Appendix E for the compar-
ison of query selection cost. Besides, we summarized the
results with various FL methods in Appendix F.

6.2. Overall Comparison

6.2.1 Pairwise Penalty Matrix

We summarized the overall comparison results as a pair-
wise penalty matrix P in Figure 5, following the recent

work [6, 34]. Each cell of the pairwise penalty matrix rep-
resents the summation of the winning rate of Eq. (6) calcu-
lated above for each of the 38 experimental sets. As the
rows of the matrix Pi indicate how many times i-th algo-
rithm outperforms the other algorithms, the brighter color
means the better algorithm (conversely, the darker columns
are the better). Note that we only considered statistically
reliable results throughout the two-sided t-test.

LoGo defeats all baselines in general (see 7-th row val-
ues) while under-performed only 0.9 out of 38 times on av-
erage (see 7-th column values in the last row). In particular,
LoGo outperforms BADGE and Entropy sampling, which
are top-2 baselines, with 13.7 and 12.0 out of 38 times,
while LoGo only loses 2.4 and 1.9 out of 38 times, respec-
tively. This results demonstrate the robust effectiveness of
our LoGo algorithm in various experimental settings.

6.2.2 Winning Rate Bar Plots

Figure 4 summarizes the comparison results according to
the six categories, which is the breakdown of Figure 5 on a
more systematic categorization. For example, the colored
bar of the overall category is calculated by dividing the to-
tal setting number of 38 in the 7-th row vector of Figure 5
(the black bar is from the 7-th column vector). The colored
bar represents the average percentage at which LoGo de-
feats each baseline algorithm, and the higher bar means that
LoGo has won more. Appendix G.1 provides the detailed
comparison penalty values according to each category.

Overall, LoGo consistently shows an overwhelming win-
ning percentage toward any baseline against the defeat per-
centage. Interestingly, ALFA-Mix, the latest AL strat-
egy, shows performance considerably varying depending
on which query selector is selected (see the query selec-
tor in Figure 4). The reason would be that a local-only
model, which is separately trained on the highly heteroge-
neous dataset, is not appropriate for the feature mixing or
the sensitivity to lots of hyperparameters. Moreover, Core-
set, which does not consider uncertainty, cannot resolve the
local and global imbalance, showing similar performance
as Random sampling. Thus, LoGo is a superior algorithm
for a FAL framework in that it is robust to the type of query
selector or most combinations of experimental settings.
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CIFAR-10 SVHN PathMNIST DermaMNIST
Method Model

20% 40% 60% 80% 20% 30% 40% 50% 20% 30% 40% 50% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Random - 64.19 69.07 71.63 72.81 80.90 83.07 84.22 84.77 68.41 72.70 73.76 75.49 71.70 72.57 72.66 72.86
G 64.02 69.12 71.87 73.33 82.08 84.61 85.88 86.31 71.54 74.39 75.91 76.65 72.49 72.63 73.02 73.20

Entropy [41]
L 66.29 71.45 73.51 74.02 82.09 84.58 85.69 86.18 76.52 78.29 78.71 79.10 71.38 72.04 72.22 72.65
G 64.66 69.43 71.75 73.1 80.94 82.74 83.81 84.46 74.84 76.24 76.85 76.80 72.02 72.16 72.34 72.74

Coreset [37]
L 64.06 68.79 71.49 73.28 80.94 82.92 83.78 84.48 72.53 76.06 76.28 76.86 71.13 71.48 72.15 72.38
G 65.12 69.57 72.11 73.53 82.81 84.82 85.89 86.2 72.21 74.38 75.53 76.97 72.59 73.09 73.23 73.45

BADGE [6]
L 66.32 71.28 73.41 74.28 82.69 84.67 85.61 86.1 76.48 78.51 78.42 78.68 71.35 72.13 72.25 72.99
G 65.40 70.05 72.41 73.42 82.05 84.07 85.09 85.61 75.51 77.79 78.13 78.81 72.01 72.60 73.07 73.17

GCNAL [8]
L 65.62 70.18 72.36 73.42 81.92 83.58 84.55 85.10 74.85 76.46 77.18 77.45 71.95 72.91 72.91 73.29
G 65.45 69.87 72.24 73.29 83.02 84.99 86.05 86.33 73.34 74.83 76.31 77.43 72.39 73.14 73.27 73.10

ALFA-Mix [34]
L 64.14 68.79 71.03 72.6 81.08 82.55 83.62 84.33 71.10 75.01 75.81 76.70 71.51 72.18 72.94 73.28

LoGo (ours) G, L 66.50 71.70 73.80 74.49 83.46 85.31 86.02 86.38 76.32 78.72 79.51 79.58 72.61 73.18 73.33 73.77

Table 3. Comparison of test accuracy on four benchmarks with α = 0.1. We reported the results with four random seeds. The baselines,
except for Random sampling, are combined with two query selector models, G and L that stands for a global or local-only model,
respectively. Bold and underline mean Top-1 and Top-2, respectively.

6.2.3 Under Query Selector Category

Table 3 shows the test accuracy according to the increased
labeling budgets over rounds on four datasets. Even with
the same active learning strategy, a gap in test accuracy oc-
curs depending on which query selector is used because the
global imbalance varies by 1.0–58.7 across datasets. For
example, in general, global models outperform local-only
models for SVHN and DermaMNIST, while the opposite
trend is observed for CIFAR-10 and PathMNIST. However,
irrespective of the benchmarks and querying model types,
our LoGo shows the best performance in most cases. Two-
step selection strategy enables LoGo to be robust by utiliz-
ing both the benefits of global and local-only models. Be-
cause we cannot know the degree of local and global imbal-
ance in advance, our proposed method has a strong advan-
tage in providing data-agnostic performance improvements
over all baselines. Appendix G.2 provides a detailed per-
formance comparison between LoGo and baselines under
various experimental settings.

6.3. LoGo vs. Simple Ensemble

To prove that LoGo is an effective way to leverage the
advantages of both models, we compared LoGo with three
naı̈ve implementation of ensemble methods for global and
local-only models: (1) the average of logits (for Entropy
sampling) or gradient embedding (for BADGE) from two
models, (2) weighing the instances based on the selection
ranks (i.e., more weights if it is selected from both models),
and (3) fine-tuning the global model on local datasets.

In Table 4, LoGo consistently shows better classification
accuracy over increasing labeling budgets than three coun-
terparts. Compared with the results in both Tables 3 and 4,
all three ensemble methods show lower performance than
using a single superior query selector. That is, the naı̈ve en-
semble suffers from a performance trade-off between two

CIFAR-10 SVHN
Method Strategy

20% 40% 60% 80% 20% 30% 40%

+Entropy 64.53 70.36 73.02 74.28 81.81 84.64 85.87
Ens. Logit

+BADGE 65.55 70.31 72.83 73.97 82.77 84.76 85.90
+Entropy 65.90 70.92 73.34 74.20 82.15 84.38 85.64

Ens. Rank
+BADGE 66.21 70.98 73.15 74.01 83.02 85.05 85.86
+Entropy 65.10 70.75 73.21 74.23 82.53 85.05 86.01

Fine-tuning
+BADGE 65.82 70.95 72.94 74.12 82.59 84.89 85.82

LoGo (ours) - 66.50 71.70 73.80 74.49 83.46 85.31 86.02

Table 4. Comparison of test accuracy on two benchmarks (α=0.1)
with baselines using both global and local information.

query selector models and, therefore, their results fall some-
where in the middle of using global and local models.

7. Conclusion
We discovered the superiority of the two query selectors

according to the local heterogeneity level and global imbal-
ance ratio. Based on our findings, the local-only and global
models are both crucial since global and local inter-class di-
versity affects their performance dominance. To this end,
we propose LoGo algorithm that incorporates local-only
and global models into macro and micro steps of cluster-
based active learning. LoGo preferentially selects samples
that simultaneously alleviate local and global imbalance as
a query, making it robust to local and global imbalance. Our
experiments verified that LoGo consistently outperforms
six baselines under comprehensive settings of 38 combina-
tions using six categories.
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